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Abstract

Representing speech and audio signals in discrete units has be-

come a compelling alternative to traditional high-dimensional

feature vectors. Numerous studies have highlighted the efficacy

of discrete units in various applications such as speech com-

pression and restoration, speech recognition, and speech gen-

eration. To foster exploration in this domain, we introduce the

Interspeech 2024 Challenge, which focuses on new speech pro-

cessing benchmarks using discrete units. It encompasses three

pivotal tasks, namely multilingual automatic speech recogni-

tion, text-to-speech, and singing voice synthesis, and aims to

assess the potential applicability of discrete units in these tasks.

This paper outlines the challenge designs and baseline descrip-

tions. We also collate baseline and selected submission systems,

along with preliminary findings, offering valuable contributions

to future research in this evolving field.

Index Terms: discrete speech units, speech recognition, text-

to-speech, singing voice synthesis

1. Introduction

In the realm of automatic speech recognition (ASR), consider-

able advancements have unfolded in the past few decades, pro-

pelled by the emergence of deep neural networks [1, 2]. Re-

cently, the predominant approach has shifted towards end-to-

end (E2E) ASR models [3–5], gaining popularity and witness-

ing performance enhancements through a spectrum of robust

architectures [6–9]. Noteworthy strides have also been made

in training methodologies, with self-supervised learning (SSL)

models [10–12] and large-scale supervised training, such as

Whisper [13], demonstrating improved performance and gener-

alization. Traditionally, high-dimensional features are derived

from raw waveforms in most endeavors. Spectral speech fea-

tures, like Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) or log

Mel filter banks (FBANK), conventionally stem from fixed-

length temporal windows. Recently, learnt features based on

deep neural networks through data-driven methods have be-

come mainstream [10, 11, 14]. Despite these innovations, the

data storage and transmission efficiency remain comparable be-

tween raw waveforms and speech features in many cases [15].

The challenge persists in enhancing computational efficiency

without compromising performance integrity.

Recently, there has been a surge in the adoption of discrete

speech representations, with notable developments in the Gen-

erative Spoken Language Model (GSLM) for textless Natural

Language Processing (NLP) exemplified by [16, 17]. GSLM

leverages techniques akin to those used in language modeling

to address speech processing tasks through discrete speech rep-

resentations. The representation of speech as discrete tokens

presents a unique advantage, allowing for the unified modeling

of both speech and text data within a streamlined framework.

Several previous studies have highlighted the efficacy of jointly

modeling speech-text data, showcasing improved performance

in tasks related to speech and text generation [18–20]. More-

over, employing manipulation methods on discrete tokens en-

ables the reduction of sequence length, resulting in more effi-

cient computation [15, 16].

To encourage further exploration in this field, we propose

the challenge of “Speech Processing Using Discrete Speech

Units”. The significance of this topic lies in its transformative

potential across various applications within the community of

speech and natural language processing [21–28]. The primary

goal of this challenge is to advance innovation and investigation

in the domain of discrete speech units, a field that has recently

showcased remarkable potential but still lacks unified evalua-

tion platforms to benchmark these methods. To fulfill this ob-

jective, we outline three core tasks:

1. The ASR task focuses on the multilingual aspect by incorpo-

rating data from the ML-SUPERB challenge [29].

2. The TTS task is divided into two tracks: a single-speaker TTS

track, which focuses on synthesizing speech from text using

a single voice, and a vocoder track, which concentrates on

the resynthesis of expressive, multi-speaker speech.

3. The SVS task focuses on synthesizing single-singer singing

from musical score information.

We chose these tasks due to their broad applicability and es-

tablished benchmarks, which ensure clear evaluation metrics

and significant real-world impact. These tasks cover the com-

plete speech processing pipeline, encouraging holistic innova-

tion in discrete unit processing. Additionally, they reflect cur-

rent research trends and present diverse challenges that thor-

oughly test the capabilities of discrete unit representations, driv-

ing meaningful advancements in the field. This paper details the

challenge designs, baselines, and evaluation metrics with rank-

ing, which consist of ASR/TTS/SVS performance measures and

compression rates. In addition, we provide preliminary analy-

ses, including both baselines and selected results submitted at

this juncture, to help us find new research directions.

2. Challenge Details

2.1. Formulation of discretization and bitrate

We denote an input waveform with T sampled data points with

a sampling rate S as x ∈ R
T . This challenge defines discretiza-

tion f(·) as a function to project x into a set of discrete sequence

streams U = {U1, . . . , UM}, where we allow M streams and

Um denotes the mth stream of discrete tokens. The Um is de-

fined as Um = (um

i ∈ Vm|1 ≤ i ≤ Nm), where Nm and Vm

are the sequence length and the vocabulary/codebook of the mth
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stream, respectively.

Based on this formulation, we define the bitrate B
(bit/second) of the discrete representation U given the original

waveform samples length T and its sampling rate S:

B =
M
∑

m=1

(

Nm · log2(|Vm)|

T/S

)

, (1)

which corresponds to the sum of the bitrates from all levels.

Bitrate is an important metric in our challenge to measure the

efficiency of discrete representation.

2.2. ASR task

To assess the fidelity of semantic information, we incorporate

the ASR track in the challenge.

Task Definition and Baseline: The target of ASR is to tran-

scribe speech signals into text. Traditionally, feature extrac-

tion is applied to an audio segment of length W (W ≤ T ),

represented as xi = x [ti : ti +W ], undergoes conversion to

a D-dimensional vector of real or complex values, denoted as

Xi ∈ C
D. Here, Xi signifies the feature of that segment, com-

monly referred to as a frame. In the context of ASR tasks uti-

lizing discrete units, the feature of a frame, Xi, is represented

as Ui = {u1
i , . . . , u

M

i }. Notably, in certain instances, as seen

in [15], M = 1 is employed. In such cases, the sizes of Xi and

ui are 32 × D and log2(|V|) bits, respectively, under the as-

sumption that Xi is stored in 32-bit float value and |V| denotes

the size of the codebook.

In the study conducted by Chang et al. [15], it was estab-

lished that discrete units-based ASR systems exhibit proficient

performance on the majority of mono-lingual datasets. How-

ever, challenges arise in the context of multi-lingual scenarios,

as evidenced by the ML-SUPERB dataset [29]. Consequently,

this challenge deliberately emphasizes and promotes the multi-

lingual dimension of discrete units-based ASR.

Data: To stress the multi-lingual aspect mentioned above, in

addition to the widely-used LibriSpeech [30] 100-hour sub-

set (LibriSpeech-100), we also adopt the ML-SUPERB 1-hour

public benchmark [29] in the ASR task. LibriSpeech-100 com-

prises a clean, read English corpus, effectively addressed by

the discrete units-based ASR [31]. In contrast, ML-SUPERB

presents a more formidable challenge, given the complexities

of language families with 143 languages and the limited vol-

ume available for each language. Notably, the 1-hour track

from ML-SUPERB encompasses approximately 220 hours of

speech. The training sets of both corpora are combined to train

the ASR model, with the inclusion of LibriSpeech-100 aimed

at easing training complexities and showcasing performance

on a data-rich resource. As for the evaluation, we employ all

test sets from LibriSpeech (dev-clean, dev-other, test-clean, and

test-other) and ML-SUPERB (test 1h). The data preparation

scripts are included in the baseline by following conventional

methods of LibriSpeech-100 and ML-SUPERB. It is important

to highlight that there are no constraints on the data used for ob-

taining discrete tokens in this challenge, including pre-training

and k-means training.

Evaluation Metrics: Two evaluation metrics are employed:

Character Error Rate (CER) and bitrate.

• CER: The test sets are categorized into two groups, encom-

passing English and multi-lingual content. Consequently,

two CERs are computed: CEREN and CERML. CEREN is

calculated across all utterances in the LibriSpeech test sets,

while CERML is computed on the ML-SUPERB test set. The

adoption of CER for LibriSpeech ensures consistency with

ML-SUPERB.

• Bitrate: The calculation follows Eq. (1). We compute the

bitrate on the whole test sets, i.e., all librispeech evaluation

sets and ML-SUPERB test sets.

Ranking: The overall ranking is based on the average of all

three ranking positions:

• R1: micro average CEREN on all LibriSpeech test sets;

• R2: CERML on the ML-SUPERB test set;

• R3: the bitrate of the overall test sets.

The overall ranking position is R̂ = (R1+R2+R3)
3

. In cases

where multiple systems share the same ranking, the tiebreaker

is determined by the order R2 > R1 > R3.

2.3. TTS (Vocoder) task

In the TTS (vocoder) track of the challenge, the focus is on the

conversion of discrete speech units into waveforms, assessing

the acoustic information within these units.

Task Definition: The core objective of vocoder modeling

(speech resynthesis) is to develop a reverse function f−1(·) ca-

pable of transforming discrete speech units U into an audible

waveform x̂. No restrictions are placed on the type or size of

the model used for the vocoder.

Data: The dataset for this task is sourced from the Expresso

benchmark [32], focusing solely on single-speaker scenarios to

avoid complications with multi-speaker conversions and long-

form speech. The data is partitioned into training (9.7 hours),

development (0.6 hour), and test (0.6 hour) sets, and while dis-

crete unit learning can utilize external data, vocoder training is

restricted to the provided training dataset.

Evaluation metrics: Four metrics are employed for evaluation:

Mel cepstral distortion (MCD), F0 root mean square error (F0

RMSE), UTMOS [33], and bitrate. UTMOS is calculated using

the winner model from the VoiceMOS 2022 challenge [34], and

the bitrate calculation is standardized as Eq. (1). The evaluation

process is facilitated by ESPnet-TTS [35, 36].

Ranking: Similar to the ASR task, the final ranking is de-

termined by averaging the ranks across two primary metrics:

UTMOS and bitrate. UTMOS is ranked in descending order,

while bitrate is ranked in ascending order. To allow differ-

ent focuses on sampling rates, we separate the bitrate into two

groups (16kHz and 48kHz), depending on the sampling rate of

the resynthesized waveform. The ranking of both UTMOS and

bitrate would be considered separately in each group. If there’s

a tie in the overall ranking, UTMOS rankings will serve as a

tiebreaker to establish the final positions.

2.4. TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder) task

In the challenge, the TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder) track focuses

on the use of discrete units as an intermediate representation

in a cascaded TTS system. Here the cascaded TTS highlights

the TTS system that consists of both an acoustic model and a

vocoder. This approach is supported by several research find-

ings suggesting that discrete representations offer considerable

benefits for speech synthesis systems. The potential benefits

include easy predictability, stability during training, and versa-

tility in interacting with different modalities [19, 37–40]. Par-

ticipants are encouraged to explore the use of discrete units to

enhance both the performance and efficiency of TTS systems.

Task Definition: The challenge’s TTS task involves converting

text into speech signals. Participants are required to use a cas-



caded TTS system where the acoustic model translates text into

discrete units U, and the vocoder converts U into the predicted

waveform x̂. The model type or size for both the acoustic model

and the vocoder is not subject to any limitations.

Data: The challenge focuses on a single-speaker TTS task using

the LJSpeech dataset [41], with 250 utterances set aside for both

development and test purposes. While there are no restrictions

on the data used for learning or extracting discrete units, the

provided training data must exclusively be used for training the

TTS system components.

Evaluation metrics: The evaluation includes the same four

metrics as in the TTS (Vocoder) track, with the addition of the

word error rate (WER) from Whisper-large V2 [13].

Ranking: The ranking methodology mirrors that of the TTS

(Vocoder) track, focusing on a combined assessment of speech

quality and discrete unit efficiency to determine the overall per-

formance standings. In case of a tie in the overall ranking, UT-

MOS ranking will be the tiebreaker for final positions.

2.5. SVS track

The SVS track distinguishes itself from TTS by focusing on the

intersection of music and speech processing. Unlike previous

works that often extend TTS frameworks to SVS [40, 42, 43],

this challenge treats singing synthesis as an independent track

to foster deeper exploration into singing-specific features.

Task Definition: Singing synthesis entails generating singing

voices using musical score information. Mirroring the TTS

(Acoustic + Vocoder) track, this challenge adopts a cascaded

approach, incorporating an acoustic model and a vocoder. The

acoustic model’s role is to translate the music score into a se-

quence of discrete units U, while the vocoder is tasked with

synthesizing the waveform from U. There are no additional

constraints imposed on SVS modeling for this challenge.

Data: For the SVS track, the dataset employed is the 5.2-hour

single-singer Opencpop dataset [44]. The challenge adheres to

the original dataset’s train, development, and test splits. Similar

to the TTS tracks, training for the SVS track must only utilize

the provided dataset, although any data source is permissible for

extracting discrete representations.

Evaluation Metrics: The evaluation for the SVS track en-

compasses four metrics: MCD, F0 RMSE, MOS, and bitrate.

The objective metrics (MCD, F0 RMSE, and bitrate) follow the

same calculation methodology as in the TTS tracks. For MOS,

20 subjects rate the submissions (i.e., 206 utterances) on a 5-

point scale, with 1 indicating ”unreasonable singing” and 5 de-

noting ”natural singing comparable to human performance.”

Ranking: The overall ranking is determined by averaging the

ranks across two key metrics: MOS and bitrate. MOS rankings

are in descending order, while bitrate rankings are in ascending

order. In the event of tied rankings, priority is given to the MOS

results for final ranking decisions.

3. Baseline Systems

3.1. ASR baseline

The baseline system follows the model used in [15] and is im-

plemented using ESPnet [45]. The ASR backbone uses the joint

CTC/attention-based encoder-decoder architecture based on the

E-Branchformer [9]1. The baseline model undergoes training

1We follow the model configurations in https://github.

com/espnet/espnet/blob/master/egs2/interspeech2024_

dsu_challenge/asr2/conf/tuning/train_discrete_asr_e_

branchformer1_1gpu_lr5e-4_warmup30k.yaml

for 100 epochs, utilizing a single Nvidia V-100 32GB GPU,

with a total training time of about 18 hours.

For discrete speech units, 1, 024-dimensional features are

extracted from the 21-st layer of the WavLM-Large [12] model.

A k-means model with 2, 000 clusters is trained using randomly

chosen 15% of the data from the training set, described in Sec-

tion. 2.2. Additionally, repeated tokens are removed, and the

BPE model is applied with a vocabulary size of 6, 500, i.e.

|V| = 6, 500 in Section. 2.2.

3.2. TTS baseline

Vocoder track: For the TTS (Vocoder) track, the baseline in-

volves k-means (k = |V| = 500) clustering over the whole

training set on the 9th layer outputs of a pre-trained HuBERT-

base model [11]. The setting is aligning with previous SSL-

based unit extraction methodologies [19,32,37,38,46–48]. The

derived token sequence is processed using a discrete-token-

based HiFi-GAN within the ESPnet framework [35–37].2

Acoustic + Vocoder track: For the TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder)

track, we separately train an acoustic model and a vocoder.

For the vocoder, we use the same vocoder setting as the TTS

(Vocoder) track with LJSpeech training data. For the acous-

tic model, we adopt a Fastspeech2 architecture [49], adapted

to output discrete units instead of spectrograms. The acoustic

model configuration follows the LJSpeech Fastspeech2 recipe

in ESPnet-TTS [35].3

3.3. SVS baseline

The SVS baseline consists of an acoustic model and a vocoder.

The acoustic model is adapted from XiaoiceSing [42]. We re-

place the output spectrogram in original XiaoiceSing into two

streams, including one stream of quantized fundamental fre-

quency (with a resolution of 10Hz) and another stream with se-

mantic discrete tokens. The discrete tokens are extracted from

the 6th layer of WavLM-large with a k-means (k = |V| = 1024)

over the whole training set. The acoustic model consists of an

encoder, a length regulator and a decoder. The implementation

is based on ESPnet-Muskits [50]. The network architecture and

the training configuration follow the XiaoiceSing model config-

uration in corresponding Opencpop recipe.4 The vocoder uti-

lizes the same architecture as the TTS baselines.

4. Preliminary Results

This section presents the initial results that we collected before

the paper deadline. Due to time constraints, a more in-depth

analysis and detailed results will be presented following the

conclusion of the challenge.

4.1. ASR results

Prior to the submission deadline, nine systems were submitted

for the ASR track. We list the performance of the top-3 submit-

ted systems in Table 2. In comparison to the provided baseline

system (B1), the submitted system S2 outperformed on all met-

rics. S2 employed a similar discrete token process as the base-

line, utilizing the XLSR2-300M for feature extraction. A 2000-

2We follow the model configurations in https://github.com/

kan-bayashi/ParallelWaveGAN/blob/master/egs/cvss_c/

hubert_voc1/conf/hifigan_hubert_duration.v1.yaml
3https://github.com/espnet/espnet/blob/master/egs2/

ljspeech/tts1/conf/tuning/train_fastspeech2.yaml
4https://github.com/espnet/espnet/blob/master/egs2/

opencpop/svs1/conf/tuning/train_xiaoice.yaml



Table 1: The performance of the baseline and submitted systems

on the ASR task. We use CERs on the English test sets and the

multi-lingual counterpart, as well as the bitrate. Brief discrete

token information collected from the participants is added.

Team ID Discrete token info CEREN CERML Bitrate

B1 WavLM Large 21st, k-means 2.37 22.40 356.19

S1 (XLSR2 300M, WavLM Large), k-means 1.91 16.03 946.77

S2 XLSR2 300M, k-means 2.21 17.32 262.64

S3 (WavLM Large, XLS-R), HMM-GMM 1.98 20.23 599.20

Table 2: The performance of the baseline and submitted systems

on the TTS (Vocoder) task. S is the sampling rate of targeted

audio from the system.

Team ID S MCD F0 RMSE UTMOS Bitrate

B1 16k 7.19 0.42 2.27 448.3

S1 16k 6.24 0.24 3.59 547.0

S2 24k 4.81 0.21 3.58 670.3

S3 16k 3.57 0.18 3.57 1479.5

S4 48k 3.54 0.18 3.56 1479.5

S5 48k 4.47 0.18 3.48 834.0

S6 48k 4.47 0.18 3.48 834.0

cluster k-means model was applied to the features, followed by

BPE with a vocabulary size of 6000. This approach resulted in

a notable 7%, 23%, and 26% reduction in CEREN, CERML, and

bitrate, respectively. S1 and S3 utilize the fusion techniques to

combine the discrete tokens from multiple streams. In contrast

to other approaches, S3 employs the Hidden Markov Model

(HMM) for computing the discrete tokens.

4.2. TTS results

For this track, we received 13 systems for the TTS (Vocoder)

task and 8 systems for the TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder) task. In

this paper, we present the preliminary results by selecting the

top three systems in terms of the overall ranking.

For the TTS (Vocoder) track, all six top systems from both

16kHz and 48kHz settings surpass the baseline by a large mar-

gin in UTMOS score and other objective evaluation metrics,

suggesting better resynthesis quality. Model S1 refines the

SSL pre-trained representation with audio resynthesis tasks, and

shows the best UTMOS score in the challenge. Different from

B1 and S1 originated from SSL pre-trained models, the other

two methods S2 and S3 adapt neural codec-based models, in-

cluding Descript Audio Codec (DAC) [51] and APCodec [52].

The discrete unit extractor is optimized on the audio resynthe-

sis task with adversarial training. The codebooks from the pre-

trained codecs are then used as the discrete representation for

the task. Notably, their bitrates are generally higher than B1

and S1 due to the use of multi-stream information.

In the TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder) track, we compare the

top three models: S1 and S2 employ discrete representations

from a DAC-based neural codec, while S3 utilizes explicit vec-

tor quantization within an end-to-end TTS training framework.

S3 stands out by delivering the highest UTMOS scores and the

lowest WER, illustrating its superior performance. However,

this comes at the expense of a higher bitrate. Conversely, S1

achieves a commendable equilibrium between bitrate efficiency

and UTMOS performance, presenting a viable option for sce-

narios where a balance between audio quality and resource us-

age is essential.

Table 3: The performance of the baseline and submitted systems

on the TTS (Acoustic + Vocoder) task.

Team ID MCD F0 RMSE WER UTMOS Bitrate

B1 7.19 0.26 8.1 3.73 448.3

S1 6.96 0.29 7.7 4.33 277.6

S2 7.15 0.29 7.4 4.33 353.9

S3 7.70 0.29 6.8 4.42 727.5

Table 4: The performance of the baseline and submitted systems

on the SVS task. 95% confidence interval is in parentheses.

Team ID MCD F0 RMSE MOS Bitrate

B1 8.47 0.18 3.43 (± 0.05) 2094.7

S1 7.56 0.17 3.70 (± 0.05) 1899.9

S2 7.72 0.19 3.09 (± 0.06) 874.8

S3 11.44 0.24 2.73 (± 0.06) 725.9

4.3. SVS results

For the SVS challenge, six systems were submitted. We fo-

cus on the top-3 systems based on their performance metrics.

S1 and S2 employ SSL-based discrete tokens within a non-

autoregressive framework, contrasting with S3, which is built

on neural codecs and operates in an autoregressive manner. De-

spite the varied configurations among the models, S1 and S2,

along with baseline B1, outperform S3. This superiority could

be attributed to the limited training data provided in the chal-

lenge, introducing additional challenges to autoregressive mod-

eling. Though the data scarciy is a common constraint in SVS

tasks, the SSL-based discrete units utilized in S1 and S2 appear

to offer robust representations for discrete SVS systems.

5. Conclusion

This paper serves as a comprehensive overview of the Inter-

speech 2024 challenge on speech processing with discrete units.

The challenge garnered a notable 40 submissions across ASR,

TTS, TTS-vocoder, and SVS tasks, underscoring the significant

interest in this domain. We provide detailed insights into the

motivation, challenge rules, baseline systems, and initial sub-

mission results.

Upon reviewing the initial submissions, several initial ob-

servations can be made. Notably, in the ASR task, the utiliza-

tion of semantic tokens from SSL models demonstrates promis-

ing outcomes. While for TTS tasks, neural codec-based model

usually exhibit high-quality acoustics, which significantly en-

hance the synthesized audio quality. In the SVS track, on the

other hand, SSL-based units demonstrate strong performance

over the dataset, suggesting the rich acoustic information can be

also obtained from SSL-based pre-trained models in the singing

domain. However, to derive more nuanced and conclusive find-

ings, a thorough and in-depth analysis requires additional time

and efforts. Detailed analyses and findings will be unveiled as

we invest the necessary resources in their examination.
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